
National parks are important. National parks are an area, or
piece of land that are set aside by the government for environmental
preservation, and recreational purposes. National parks are important for many,
many reasons. Some reasons national parks are important are because they are
almost the only places on Earth that are places without litter, plastic, and trash
everywhere, they are formed by themselves, and without mankind to help, or
create any, or not a single part of it, and last but not least, they are educational
learning opportunities for people to learn about these beautiful, and admirable
natural habitats. One reason national parks are important is because they are
almost the only places on Earth that have no litter, plastic, and trash. Most other
places have litter, trash, and plastic all over the place! For example, when I walk
just around the streets where I live, and my neighborhood, I literally see
trash/plastic everywhere! I see candy wrappers, soda cans, pieces of plastic,
almost like plastic wrap- and that’s just our neighborhood! Imagine all of the
hundreds of streets of town!, all the towns- make up all of the city- which makes
up the state- all of Stamford!- which makes up the whole state- Connecticut!- and
all of that makes up the whole entire country- the whole United States of
America! Oh my god! That’s probably about, just a trillion times by neighborhood!
My second reason why national parks are important is because they are formed
all by themselves. Most of everything in your life is made by human beings, or
machines. For example, houses, pencils, books, carpets, buildings, and many
more. Also, for example, niagara falls, it’s amazing!, but human beings kind of
created it, and fixed it for people to be able to go in it. But only some places have
pure natural beauty! It has no trash, obviously, because literally all of it is natural!
Which means, no plastic, all mother nature, and no mankind to help! It is just so
beautiful, admirable, blissful, lovely, sirene, and just majestic! And those are not
just the only words to describe the national places all around the world. There are
many, many, many more words to describe them. My last, and final reason why
national parks are important is because they are educational learning
opportunities for people to learn about these wonderful places on our mother
Earth. For example, students may go on field trips, family trips to these amazing
places in the world. Yosemite, Smoky Mountains, and Yellowstone are some of
the most popular national parks people know about, and visit. In this it is
educational, because, for example, you can learn a lot of science in all of this.
How do the rocks form/rock formations, and how mountains become in that
shape. How the rivers flow, and the history behind how everything formed. These



natural parks are really, really, really beautiful, and this world is really, really lucky
to have such great places here.


